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Abstract:Aim of this study is to explore the relationship of form and meaning in architectural inculturation which can be seen as a
powerful agency to reinforce the sacredness of church architecture. Inculturation process shifted the preferences of having typical
Gothic church architecture to new local architecture Christian style. This is a descriptive, analytical and interpretive study, using an
interdisciplinary approach by borrowing structural analysis from the discipline of semiotics and complemented by architectural
analysis of Pugeran church as the case study. Description and analyses are made to identify the local architectural components that are
present in Catholic worship and to explain the meaning behind it. The study showed that there are layers of meaning in relation to the
formal and spatial design, structural aspects and ornamentation in architecture, in the context of sacredness. This analytical
understanding could be the basis for the strategic action to address issues of church architecture and its interaction with local culture.
Key words: meaning, semiotics, local architecture

1. Introduction
Architecture is a product of culture through a
long-time process in relation to the context of locality.
Gothic architecture as part of the world architecture
vocabularies; known as the symbol of sacred
architecture has become an important reference in
Roman Catholic Church. Most of the early Catholic
churches all over the world, included in Indonesia were
designed by following the Gothic or neo Gothic style.
However, in its development, inculturation process has
shifted the preference of having Gothic architecture to
a new local style. The word “inculturation” or
“enculturation” (“in” or “en” in Greek means “to come
inside”) figures out the process of someone initiation
into a particular culture in a particular time.
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Inculturation is a name given to an essential aspect
of the mission of the Church; the discourse on
inculturation is of a theological nature. Catholic leaders
and theologians have used this term in recent decades
to denote a process of engagement between the
Christian Gospel and a particular culture. It is a
movement in Catholicism to respect the local culture
and enrich itself with the local values [1, 2]. The
practices of inculturation existed since many decades
ago, however, the term inculturation just gained an
official recognition since the Second Vatican Council
in 1962-1965, and was defined in the decree as
follows: “Inculturation is the intimate transformation
of authentic cultural values by their integration in
Christianity, and the implantation of Christianity into
different human culture” [3]. Through inculturation
process, the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in
local culture, such as the Javanese culture, and at the
same time introduces people, together with their
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cultures, tropical environment into their own
community [4-6].
The Second Vatican Council and its supporting
statements did not have a great deal to say about
church architecture, however, conciliar statements
about liturgy also entered into a movement in thinking
about church architectural design. Inculturation was
the creation of a new unity and communion, not only
within the culture but also as an enrichment of the
universal Church. As the most visible expression of
Christianity in the public space, architecture was a
major challenge to inculturation. It is not necessary for
the church architecture in Indonesia to follow the
western culture; then, it comes in a different form,
away from the Gothic architecture and is more closely
to the local architecture.
Discourse in the history of church architecture,
always distinguished function, architectural form, and
meaning as the main factors. There is a tight
relationship amongst these three factors. Church
architecture is supposed to be a place of wonder where
one finds both mystery and answers, where one feels
both properly humble and immensely dignified, where
one might simultaneously move through space and
time and remain in contemplation and prayer.
Function accommodated in Gothic church and the
local church architecture sustained as the Catholic
place of worship, but the architectural form is
definitely changed, from a Gothic style to new local
Christian architecture. Church architecture in some
way conveys ideas, or bears meaning, embodies beliefs
and ideologies, inspires feelings, or in some way
“speaks to” those who experienced them. If the
building is devoid of religious imagery it is quite easily
translatable to other use, such as school, medical centre,
or community centre, etc.
There were many instances of new churches or
contemporary churches that were failing to survive for
a variety of reasons [7]. Then, the question raised is
how about the meaning in relation with the new
architectural form, which using the local architecture

as its reference? Can the church building elicit a
response even apart from its liturgical use; can it give
people an experience of sacredness or “the present of
the holy”, even before anything else happens within
the space? To understand the role of local culture in
dealing with the sacredness of the Catholic Church,
then we need to unveil the signification of the church
architectural form and meaning relationship.

2. Material and Methods
The church of the Holy Spirit of Jesus, located in the
district of Pugeran, Yogyakarta, is taken as the case
study. This is a Catholic church, also known as
Pugeran church. The church was established in 1934
and formally opened to public on 8 July by Dr. A. van
Kalken S. J. [8]. The church is presented to God by the
Jesuit missionaries on their commemoration of 75
years working in the Netherlands Eastern Indie, under
the leadership of priest HEF van Driessche S. J. The
church was designed by a talented architect, Th. Van
Oyen in a Javanese environmentally appropriate style.
At that time, this church architecture got a great
attention from the European society for its architectural
form, which was named as an indigenous Catholic
church in Java. Up to now, this building is still in a
good condition without any major changes since its
establishment, and is used daily as a place of worship
by the parishioner.
This is a descriptive, analytical and interpretive
study. Structural analysis were made by borrowing the
semiotics
approach
and
complemented
by
architectural analysis, based on literature studies and
data collected in the field of the case study; consisted
of recording rites and liturgical activities, observing
the environment and architectural form where those
activities took place. The analytical steps taken were
divided into two: the first step was exploring the
architectural components of the Pugeran church, by
identifying and comparing all physical architectural
components existed in the church architecture to the
concept of Javanese traditional architecture as its
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reference. The
T second sttep was expllaining how they
got there, interpreting the meaniing behind the
architecturall form in relaation to the coontext of Cathholic
liturgical acttivities, and to
t the Javaneese culture. Inn the
second stepp, analysis was made by using the
Greimassiann Square or Semiotics
S
Squuare. Descripption
of the case study
s
was sppelled out in detail
d
throughh its
form and meeaning. Then, structural annalysis was made
m
by using thee actantial model of Greim
mas, as a toool to
analyze thee relationshhip betweenn the form of
architecturall inculturatiion and itts meaning. A
thoroughly exploration of any acttions within the
liturgical acctivities that involving arrchitectural form
f
and the meaaning behind it, could unveeil the role off the
architecturall inculturatioon as suppoorting actantt in
achieving saacredness of the
t Catholic church.
c

3. Results and Discusssion
3.1 Architeccture Inculturration
Dynamic equivalence and creativee assimilationn are
instruments of the incuulturation proocess, which are
used mostlyy in liturgical inculturationn [5, 9]. Creaative
assimilation starts from what
w
there is in culture, while
w
dynamic equuivalence connfines itself too transmittingg the
message of liturgical ritee in the locall cultural patttern.
Inculturationn involves thee Spirit’s calll for each cullture

Fig. 1
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and
d people to elicit their ownn creative ressponse to thee
Gosspel. The truue dialogue ttaking place between thee
cultture and the Gospel
G
messaage is manifeested throughh
visiible and conccrete works oof architecturre. Therefore,,
based on the understandinng of the inculturationn
insttruments, the architecturall form of Pug
geran churchh
as a concrete exxpressions off the Javanesse worldview
w
and
d expression of their hoppes and aspiirations, wass
anaalysed by breaaking it downn into three caategories, i.e.,,
form
mal-spatial design, sttructural aspects andd
ornamentation. Each cateegory was thoroughlyy
exp
plored by coomparing it to the basicc concept off
Javanese traditioonal architecttural form, i.e., the lowerr
partt (the grounnd or batur), the middlee part (wall,,
colu
umn or saka)) and the uppper part (roof and ceilingg
or empyak), eitther in its pplastic dimen
nsions or itss
topo
ological diimensions. Comparison
n of thee
arch
hitectural com
mponents of the Pugeran church, withh
the concept of Javanese traditional architecture,,
showed that influence oof traditionaal Javanesee
arch
hitecture waas strongly expressed in
n its formall
design and sttructural asppect, but not in thee
ornamentation. Geometricall form of the churchh
buillding, the forrm of the grouund plan, thee sloping rooff,
werre followingg the tajug type of th
he Javanesee
arch
hitecture (Figg. 1 and Fig. 22).

Form
mal-spatial desiign of architecttural inculturaation of Pugera
an Church as seen
s
from outsside the church
h building.
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metrical form off Pugeran Chu
urch in comparrison with the local Javanesee architecture.
Geom

There aree similaritiess in buildingg’s position and
layout of hierarchical spaces in the case sttudy
compared too the Javanesse architecturre. However,, the
building’s orientation
o
w not simiilar; in the case
was
study, building was orienntated to the west-east; while
w
in Javanese architecture is
i to the northh-south (Fig. 3).
The buillding was constructed
c
w
with
four main
m
columns possitioned in thhe center of thhe building. This
structure sysstem — conffiguration andd constructioon of
columns andd ceiling — was followinng the conceppt of
local Javaanese archiitecture, i.ee., saka guru
g

Fig. 3

o building) aand tumpang sari (carvedd
(maaincolumns of
ceilling in betweeen the main ccolumns).
The
T differencee of the strucctural system between thatt
of the church building andd the local architecture,,
occurred in thee perimeter oof the building. Bearingg
wallls enclosing the whole intterior space of
o the churchh
buillding, separaating physicaally the interrior from thee
outsside, was noot existed inn the local architecture..
Javanese archittecture has no walls surround
s
butt
seco
ondary colum
mns (saka pannanggap) insttead (Fig. 4).

Hieraarchical spacess and building orientation of Pugeran Churrch in compariison with the local Javanese architecture.

3.2 Architecctural Semiotiics
The semiootics of archhitecture may be conceiveed as
semiotic off space or spatial semiotics. The term
t
architecture in a broad sense can be
b understoodd as

app
plying to spaces, such as gaardens, buildings, villages,,
or towns.
t
Howevver, in the sem
miotics of arcchitecture, ass
dev
veloped by thee Paris Schoool, the term architecture
a
iss
used specificallyy to buildinggs. It sees a building
b
as a
sing
gle autonomoous object, buut at the same time sharingg
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the convictioon that architeecture as a siggn-system cannnot
exist totally independentlly of other forms of semiootics.
Semiotics off architecture is concernedd with the specific
system of manifestation
m
, that is concerning withh the
way architecctural meaninng takes form
m in the data that
confront hum
man senses, or
o its appearannce. Architeccture
is realized and concreetized in succh a form that
confronts ouur senses, or the
t way we perceived.
Architectuure is operatinng in some way as languagge. It
is hard to sayy how we aree introduced to
t the languagge of
architecture,, how we leearn to distiinguish domeestic
architecture from sacred architecture,, for examplee. In
doing so, wee often are aiided by verbaal or iconic siigns;
but the existtence of suchh signs, even the
t need for such
s
signs, does not
n take awayy from the facct that we learrn to
“read” whatt the buildinngs — or different placees in
which we find
f
ourselvees — “speak””. To claim that
“building sppeaks” is mereely to claim thhat they are siigns.

Fig.4
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s
can refleect more thann one type off relationshipp
A sign
betw
ween its reprresentamen (ssign vehicle) and
a its objectt
(refferent). Sincee architecturee is a compleex sign, thenn
con
ntextual relationship is nneeded to un
nderstand thee
lang
guage, whichh signifies som
mething in virrtue of havingg
a sttructure or forrm of expression, and a co
orrespondingg
con
ntent structuree.
The
T
architecttural form is the form/ssubstance off
exp
pression whicch is construucted and ideentified as a
matterial architecctural object oor tectonics, running
r
from
m
the more abstraact to the m
more concreete one. Thee
form
m/substance of the content refers to the semanticc
and
d syntactic strructures that form the sig
gn-object andd
the meaning coommunicated by it, runniing from thee
uncconscious to the
t realized/cconscious onee, or from thee
deeep level to the surfacee level. Th
he plane off
exp
pression and content meeets in the manifestation
m
n
leveel as we perceeived (Fig. 5)).

Structtural system off Pugeran Chu
urch in comparrison with the local
l
Javanesee architecture.
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he plane of exxpression and
d the
Fig. 5 Relaationship of th
plane of conteent.

To undeerstand archiitecture in the contextt of
sacredness is
i to examinee the correlattion betweenn the
plane of exppression andd the plane of
o content off the
church archiitecture. The plane of exprression is deaaling
with the acctual structurres or the materiality
m
off the
signifier. Itt is the phhysical sensee in which the
architecturall space or the building iss constructed and
recognized. The plane of expression can be
categorized in two mainn categories:: the topologgical
dimension covering categories
c
of position and
orientation; The seconnd category is the plaastic
dimension which
w
consissts of the materiality
m
off the
form which makes a spacce or a buildiing a construucted
space; coverrs the chromatics — relatted to colors and
shades of ligght, and eideetic aspects—
— related to shhape
of different units. Meannwhile, the plane
p
of conntent
refers to thee meaning coommunicated by the sign, i.e.,
the semanttic and syyntactic struuctures of the
architecture [10-12]. Haaving the objject described in
detail, strucctural analyssis is made using actanntial
model, deveeloped by A. J. Greimas. In
I this modell, an
action are brroken into sixx actants, whhich are classiified
into three axxis, i.e. subjecct-object in thhe axis of deesire,
sender and receiver, in the
t axis of transmission, and
helper/suppoorting-opponeent in the axxis of power. The
subject is what
w
is direected toward an object. The
relationship establisheed betweenn the chuurch
architecture as the subjeect and the sacredness
s
ass the

s
is thee
objeect is a juncction. Archittect as the sender
elem
ment requesting the estabblishment of the junctionn
betw
ween subjecct and objecct; and the receiver iss
pariishioners as the elementt for which the quest iss
bein
ng undertakeen. The helpper/supporting
g element iss
the architecturall inculturation which is achieving
a
thee
desired junctionn between thhe subject an
nd object Att
eveery level of foorm-meaningg relationship, this kind off
actaantial modell is made, tto find the role of thee
arch
hitectural incculturation inn serving thee liturgy andd
figu
uring the trannscendental m
meaning.
3.2.1
3
Manisfeestation Levell
The
T complex of Pugeran Church is lo
ocated in thee
mid
ddle of thee city bounnded by housing
h
andd
com
mmercial builldings, and bby street Jala
an Poegerann
on the south. Cars,
C
motorbiikes and ped
destrians mayy
enteer directly froom the streett in the south
h to enter thee
carp
park at the side behind the church.. The wholee
chu
urch complexx is marked ooff by a boun
ndaries wall,,
thuss it is clearrly delineateed from the neighboringg
prop
perty. When looking to tthe church co
omplex from
m
the outside, how
w can peoplle recognize that it is a
Cattholic church?? Does the buuilding give clue as to itss
purp
pose (Fig. 6)??
Topologically
T
y, position off the church building thatt
is centered
c
to thhe gate makess it easy for the
t people inn
the street or sidewalks to haave visual acccess. In frontt
of the
t church buuilding there is a statue of
o Jesus. Thiss
can
n be seen as thhe identity off the church, itt is dedicatedd
to Holy
H
Spirit off Jesus. Moreover, the plaq
que

Fig.. 6

View from
m public street..
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announcing the name of the church “Hati Kudus Yesus”
(The Holy Spirit of Jesus) could be read as an implicit
reference to the church as recipient of the building.
Imposing front entrance or statues, crucifix or
having tower or steeple-bell is the characteristics
associated with typical traditional Catholic church.
Even though people who are passing by could not see
the bell clearly because it is placed at the center of the
roof, but the sound of the bell on Sunday, the crowds as
the patterns of use, especially at weekends indicate that
is a church rather than a secular building. In this object,
there are some outward identifying sign, such as
name-plaque, cross, statue, which are visually indicate
the purpose as a church. At this level, the discursive
memories about a church architecture led us to
successfully recognize what we see and identify the
form of expression accordingly. The Javanese
architectural elements do not play a great role in this
universal meaning,
3.2.2 Surface Level
As we enter the complex, does the building itself
give the clue of its function, as place of Catholic
worship? It seems that the church is exposed to the
view of the visitors. Clear visual and physical access
from the front yard, are given to the church building.
Visually, geometrical configuration of the church
building — characterized by its ground plan, and roof
— is identified as similar to the “joglo tajug”, a type
of Javanese architecture.
As we entered the building, we find the typical
“pendopo”, as an assembly hall in the Javanese
architecture. Traditionally, a complete Javanese house
consists of front yard, pendopo, pringgitan (transition
hall terrace), dalem (main hall building, which are
divided into three parts: senthong kiwo, senthong
tengah, senthong tengen) and gandok (for daily life
activities), sequentially [13]. A strong horizontal
symmetrical axis characterized the arrangement of
Javanese house. Senthong tengah, position at the end
of the axis is known as the spiritual space where
sacred belongings are stored, and a contemplative
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place for the owner to meditate.
Pendopo is an open building, steps are provided
surrounds “pendopo” building, allowing people to
enter the building from many sides, since there is no
walls. Steps are the physical boundaries in “pendopo”,
to distinguish the inner and outer space, the public and
private space. In the church building, there are walls
surround that indicate the degree of holiness, separate
outer space and inner space. However, when we
looked at the interior of the church building,
configuration and construction of columns and ceiling
is following the concept of “soko guru” (main
columns of the building) and “tumpangsari” (carved
ceiling in between the main columns) of the pendopo
from the Javanese traditional building.
Does it relate to the liturgical activities? Would it
take to make the space work in terms of sacred space?
The central area of the church — the main aisle
flanked by rows of pews which is known as the nave
— is the area of the congregation; it is the area where
the “saka guru” and “tumpangsari” existed. The space
in Pugeran church may function well as people expect
if the liturgy they celebrate in it is dynamic and
conveys a sense of participatory in the celebration,
focusing on to the altar as a place of sacrifice. The
spatial dynamics and the centering focus of the church
architecture might be said to express its purpose. In
this case study, altar in the sanctuary as the focus of
attention, is highlighted by its architectural setting.
The quality and color of architectural ornaments, the
shape, height of the sanctuary, the lighting and the way
the altar is place with respect for the congregation
affect the way a congregation experiences the
celebration of the Eucharistic prayer. Meanwhile, the
form of sakaguru and its tumpangsari, do not directly
play this role.
Architecture as signs can be culture-specific; in fact,
most signs are produced for and by a specific culture
to allow communication among its members. The
symbolic resonance might be taken to express its
meaning. Now, let see the relationship of the more
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abstract form and its meaning, which might be sensed
in a more unconscious way.
3.2.3 Deep Level
Configuration of the “soko guru” and “tumpang sari”
constructed in a horizontal symmetrical axis; on the
other hand, it constructs a vertical centrifugal axis. The
horizontal/longitudinal axis provides a processional
lane of movement. Position of the altar could be
interpreted as not to be seen at a distance, but to be
approached from a distance. The existence of the
fountain of holy water at the entrance way is seen as the
point of departure in this movement. Processional
organization of space, focus on the altar as a place of
sacrifice is an emphasis on the immanence of God and
the transcendence of human experience.
The longitudinal axis as the processional lane of
movement in Pugeran church is following the concept
of Javanese traditional houses, that is building should
be oriented to the south, thus the entrance way is on the
south and the altar on the north. This local preference
differs from the honored side orientation of the
traditional church, i.e. east and south, north and west
are less favored. Facing eastwards for worship, in the
direction that the sun raises, is a practice that is
probably pre-Christian, and there are number of
biblical references to God in the east. The longitudinal
axis of most churches is therefore west-east, with the
entrance on the west side, and the altar on the east. East
as recognized as the location of the Garden of Eden
where humankind began, as the direction from which
Christ would come at the Last Judgment, and most
obviously as the direction of sunrise [14, 15].
The aesthetics character of Pugeran church in
Javanese art and architecture, the concept adopted will
determine its capacity to evoke a sense of the interplay
of transcendence and immanence, especially for the
local community. Form-meaning relationship in a deep
level, showing that sacredness of a church is not only
concerning conceptions of the architect or those who
planned, but also it is dealing with the appropriation
of churches by generations that view and respond to

them and experience them. A church can be marked
by a sacredness not of the separation of the sacred and
the profane, but rather of association, its
connectedness to images and narrative that bear on the
deepest questions of human life. Then, our perception,
Christianity knowledge, cultural background and
experiences relates to the sacredness of a church
architecture.

4. Conclusion
The semiotic analysis of architecture is offering to
explore the structure of signification that makes any
reading of form-meaning relationship possible.
Analyses of the case study — the Pugeran church —
is constructed within the context of the sanctity of a
church. The architectural form that signified the
expression of the inculturation spirit in the case study,
showed that the design was following a traditional
Javanese architecture. However, not all features were
relating to the content of the church architecture in
terms of liturgical activities and symbols.
The study demonstrated that the structure of
signification which related the plane of expression —
the form, and the plane of content — the meaning,
exists in certain layers. At the discursive level, the
relationship of form and meaning of architectural
inculturation showed a universal meaning. People
recognized and interpreted it as a Catholic church
perceptually, mostly through the non-architectural
aspects, i.e., ornaments. Their discursive memories
played a great role, which related the architectural
form with patterns in mind about the arrangement of a
church, and then confirmed the building appearance as
a place of worship.
At the next level, architectural form was perceived
functionally for the communities or for the Catholic
worshippers to participate in the rite and liturgical
activities. Architectural form of the case study — the
ground (batur), columns (soko), roof (empyak),
ornaments — that lead the audience to focus in the
attitude of prayer, was itself the great symbol of the
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sacred place of worship. This is a communal meaning,
for individuals and communities with Catholic
background; some sacred symbols which were
grounded in Christian tradition are possible to give
rise to sanctity of the place.
In the deep level, the vertical axis and horizontal
axis formed the sequence of sacredness. Some typical
Javanese architectural form and ornaments might be
very meaningful for those parishioners coming from
the Javanese culture. Thus, a visitor might sense
something of its symbolic function as a place charged
with meaning; this relationship dealt with perception,
religious structure and culture.
Meaning in architecture can be understood as the
result of an intimate connection that engaged people
perceptually and intellectually. Sacred architecture
often provided potent settings to facilitate the deep
internal and external connections intrinsic to the
religious experience, and therefore need to be
understood in this context.
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